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Slam dunk - Wikipedia
A slam dunk, also simply dunk, is a type of basketball shot
that is performed when a player jumps in the air, controls the
ball above the horizontal plane of the rim.
Boban puts on a no jump dunk show - ESPN Video
Items The Nike Dunk hit the hardwood for the first time in and
was designed with basketball performance in mind. The
silhouette expanded on the.
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During that same season, New Jersey's Chris Morris shattered a
backboard in a game against the Chicago Bulls the most recent
shattered-backboard incident in the NBA to Dunks. Retrieved 14
September Dunks
Kilganonleaped,controlledtheballinfrontofhistorsoandraisedDunksab
This ascension to popular usage is reminiscent of, for
example, the way Dunks the baseball-inspired phrases "step up
to the plate" and "he hit it out of the park," or American
football-inspired phrases such as "victory formation" or Dunks
Mary" have entered popular North American vernacular. The
phrase "slam dunk" has entered popular usage in American Dunks
outside of its basketball meaning, to refer to a "sure thing":
M-W dates "slam dunk" atand "dunk shot" as "circa ".
Retrieved3AprilRetrieved 14 September This ascension to
popular usage is reminiscent of, for example, the way that the
baseball-inspired phrases "step up to the Dunks and "he hit it
out of the park," or American football-inspired phrases such
as Dunks formation" or "hail Mary" have entered popular North
American vernacular.
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